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1.17.3 Video Converter Ultimate new video! zÃƒÂ¤ulQ: How
to access the member of a struct in C#? I'm new to C# and
I'm having trouble using structures. Here's the code
snippet: public struct TX { public int A; public int B; public
int C; public TX(int a, int b, int c) { A = a; B = b; C = c; } }
public struct TX2 { public int A; public int B; public int C;
public TX2(int a, int b, int c) { A = a; B = b; C = c; } } class
Test { public static void Main(string[] args) { int a = 10; int
b = 20; int c = 30; TX2 t = new TX2(a, b, c); TX t2 = new
TX2(a, b, c); //I want to access the member (A, B, C) in t2
from t } } I tried doing TX t2 = new TX2(a, b, c); and TX t2
= new TX2(a, b, c); t2.A = 10; but it says "value does not
exist in this context", Why is this not working? A: Two of
your problems
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